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(vocabulary & Grammar)
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Row Mark

1 Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks with an appropriate word.

1 2 3 4
Traffic s…….. Re………… Pe……….. Ra……..

2

2 Write the words that mean the same under the picture where they belong.
small-easy-strong-simple-tiny-powerful

………….. ……………. …………..

.…………. …………… .…………

1/5

3 Fill in the blanks with the given words.
mother tongue-valuable –century-fluently-experience

1.We are living in the twenty –first --------------------.
2.Alice’s ------------------ is Spanish.
3.All languages are-------------, despite their differences.
4.Can you speak English and French--------------?
5.He has enough -----------------in teaching Arabic.

2/5

4 Match two parts.
BA

1.to be different from each other. a. society
2.to form a thing b.make up
3.a large group of people who live together. c.despite
4.without taking any notice of d.vary

1

1
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5 Look at the pictures and write the measure words for each of them.

…………… of breadof melon……………….

…………….. of water…………….. of rice

2

6 Look at the pictures and then choose the correct answer in parentheses.
1.A:(How many-How much) meat do you want for lunch? B: one kilo.
2.A:Is there (many- little-a few) soup in the bowl? B: No , there isn’t.
3.He is a rich man. He has (many-a little-much) money.

1 2 3

1/5

7 Fill in the blanks with the given words

Language is a system of ………. in a society. It is in …………..or spoken forms
.Languages vary in size from very large, with the hundreds of millions of speakers, to
very small, with fewer than 10 speakers .The most …………language in the world is
Chinese .More than one billion. people in the world speak Chinese..

1/5
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